September 26: Board Game Night
Attendees will be provided with a variety of competitive and cooperative board games, both familiar and contemporary. From Pandemic to Marrying Mr. Darcy, Betrayal at the House on the Hill to Sushi Go!, there’s something for everyone!

October 24: Live Radio Readings
Take a trip back in time when families gathered around the radio to hear the latest broadcast of The Phantom or Dick Tracy. On this evening, we will take volunteers to cold read an actual script from a radio show of yore – foley artist included!

December 5: Trivia Night
Is your brain filled with random clutter? Show off how much you know at competitive trivia night!

February 27: Fiber Arts
Get your Rumpelstiltskin on by making a drop spindle and learning how to spin straw* into gold. No finger-pricking-induced-century-long naps, we promise!

March 27: Origami Night
Learn the ancient tradition of paper-folding with a published expert! No need for an art degree or crafty qualities to excel at this art!

April 24: Cupcake Decorating
Are you destined for Sugar Rush or Nailed It!? Learn the foundational techniques of cupcake decorating and test your skill – and also eat cupcakes.

To our guests with disabilities, please indicate if you need special services, assistance or appropriate modifications to fully participate in this event by contacting Accessibility Services at access@bgsu.edu or 419-372-8495. Please notify us prior to the event.

All events are 7 - 9 p.m. and are FREE to attend.
Jerome Library, Pallister Conference Room